A Restatement for the Confused

By Anna Von Reitz
It's apparent that at least in some corners, my message is getting distorted, not being clearly
understood---- or being deliberately sabotaged.
We, the American States and People, are not at war.
Technically, we have haven't been at war since 1814.
Get those facts very clearly established in your minds.
1814 not 1914.
And here is the actual structure of the government that is supposed to be functioning and running
this country:
The Union of republican states known as The United States, fifty in number, in control of the national
soil jurisdiction, populated by people who are all American State Nationals who owe no duty to the
government beyond keeping the peace. These are living men and women.
The Federation known as The United States of America, composed of fifty States in control of the
international land jurisdiction of this country, populated by People who are American State Citizens
who owe their singular allegiance and duty to their State and who run its government. These are
people functioning as Lawful Persons.
The Confederation known as the States of America, composed of fifty Federal-level States of States,
populated by American Persons. These are people functioning as Legal Persons. This level of our
government hasn't been functioning since the 1860's.
Add to the above American institutions, two foreign subcontractors:
The British Territorial Government operating under our name as "the" United States of America,
populated by British Territorial "Inhabitants" who are supposed to be here providing us with "essential
government services" per Article IV of the separate Constitution governing their activities. These are
all foreigners dubbed "United States Citizens". Americans can choose to act as "United States
Citizens" and do so when they work for the military. These are all Legal Persons.
The Roman Municipal United States Government operating under our name as "the" United States,
comprised of Federal Civil Service Employees and Dependents. These are largely former American
State Citizens of The United States who operate the "civil" --- not the "civilian" government functions
we associate with the Federal Civil Service. Again, these are all Legal Persons dubbed "citizens of the
United States" and while they continue in Federal Civil Service employment, they remain in this
capacity.
Okay? Got that much firmly fixed in your brains?
The American part of the Federal Government hasn't functioned since the 1860's.

All the "federal" functions were taken over by the British Territorial Government operating "as" --"the" United States of America -- on an "emergency" basis as of 1868.
[Our country has been run as a British Territorial Military Protectorate from 1868 to 1976, when the
Perpetrators of this situation handed the Protectorate over to the United Nations.]
At the conclusion of the "American Civil War" which was in fact not a war, but a mercenary conflict
like Vietnam, this Interloper published a new "constitution" for itself modeled on and very similar to
the actual Territorial Constitution. This Scottish-chartered Commercial Corporation rapidly adopted a
number of "Amendments" to this fake Constitution (their "Amendments" were in fact corporate ByLaws) including the infamous Fourteenth Amendment.
The Fourteenth Amendment declared all "citizens of the United States" to be criminals, and subjected
them to slavery, because the Pope sided with the South in the so-called Civil War, and the Brits
wanted to collect war reparations from the Federal Civil Service workers.
This cold commercial mercenary "war" between these two groups of foreign governmental services
contractors has been ongoing ever since, even though the Scottish Interloper went bankrupt in 1907
and whatever slim legitimacy its "Constitution" --- including any "Amendments" --- had, vanished
with it.
Our actual States, the members of the Federation of States doing business as The United States of
America, were never involved in any Civil War.
We can be sure of this because:
1. Our States are not "Civil" entities.
2. No war was ever declared by our Congress.
3.Lincoln bankrupted the Northern [Confederation] States [of States] in 1863; but, our Sovereign
States are not eligible for bankruptcy, therefore, we can be sure that none of these actions involved
our States.
No official Peace Treaty ever ended anything called the "American Civil War".
The "American Civil War" was a vicious mercenary conflict between Federal Service Providers --- the
American Federal Service Providers were destroyed or disabled, and their duties were usurped by the
foreign-backed government employees.
These two remaining groups of foreign-backed Federal Employees, have been conducting a cold
mercenary war on our shores ever since, with the British (now United Nations) controlled entity being
used to promote wars for profit, and the Municipal "Civil" entity being used to collect "war
reparations" for their activities.
To make this work for the benefit of the Perpetrators, a complex and now-mechanized constructive
fraud scheme has been used to kidnap Americans and mis-characterize them as Federal Citizens--both "United States Citizens" and "citizens of the United States". Basically, we have been illegally
and immorally press-ganged as babies in our cradles.
The point is that these are our Employees doing this to us, and their Managers, the Pope and the
Queen owe us Due Diligence under both Treaty and Commercial Contract to make sure that nothing
like this ever happens. Period. At all. They are both in Gross Breach of Trust.
The collapse of the Confederation of the Federal States of States had nothing to do with us, beyond
the fact that we should have been alerted immediately and assisted to reorganize new business
entities to perform the duties assigned.
Instead, the Brits secretively substituted their own franchises --- substituting their Territorial States of
States for our Federal States of States. They usurped upon our authority and "expanded" their
commercial service contracts via an undisclosed process of assumption without our knowledge or
consent.

To the average person on the street, the only change that was observable was a change from
receiving services from "The State of Wisconsin" to receiving services from "the" State of Wisconsin.
And so the American People have been cullied and gulled by their British-controlled (and now United
Nations controlled) Employees, used for gun fodder in foreign wars for profit, and then made to pay
the cost of those wars when they got back home.
Do you see the scam now? Finally?
The Brits get us into the wars, we fight them, then we pay for them, and the Brits and the Pope reap
the profits.
The Brits reap it directly as money and credit extorted from us under the false legal presumption that
we are Municipal Civil Service Employees owing perennial war reparations under the bogus corporate
Fourteenth Amendment.
The Pope reaps it indirectly via backdoor payments from the Brits.
And both of these governments are supposed to be our Allies, our Friends, our Protectors and
Trustees under contract, committed to providing us with good faith service, "perpetual amity", to be
Defenders of our National Trust ---- and if we hadn't pulled their chestnuts out of the fire in two World
Wars, they wouldn't even exist anymore.
This is the "thanks" we got.
This is exactly what went on in the 1750's with the "French and Indian War" and exactly what the
Colonists, including George Washington, objected to and which led (among other factors) to The War
of Independence. We fought that war for the Brits and they rewarded us with punishing taxes, as if
we were the Enemy.
It's the same exact circumstance and only a slightly more sophisticated scam was used in
constructive fraud to gain the desired result: Americans forced to fight their wars for them, then pay
for the cost of the wars, and they keep the profit.
Wake up.
And its all criminal. It's all both unlawful and illegal as hell. It's all based on fraud and Unconscionable
contracts. Better (or worse) still, its all based on "Amendments" made to a corporate charter by a
defunct Scottish Commercial Corporation that went bankrupt in 1907. Uh-duh.
Let's get this straight --- corporations can provide government services, but corporations are not
governments.
Corporations are chartered --- that is, created --- by governments.
Not the other way around.
So all these corporations that you see here have been chartered by the British Government and by
the Papal Municipal Government. And both those foreign governments are utterly responsible for the
behavior and actions of these corporations on our shores.
The Creator is responsible for the Creation.
We have no more intractable enemies on Earth than the members of the UK Parliament and the Lords
of the Admiralty sitting in Westminster, and once again, we are being asked to pull their chestnuts
out of the fire, fight their wars for them, and pay for their wars afterward.
If we had the sense of Guinea Hens, we should have turned all our fire power on London and Rome
and let both burn a long time ago. Add Brussels, Bern, and Hong Kong.

And as for the Traitors who have infested our Capitol and acted as Inland Pirates and fostered this
entire charade, we should have recognized them for what they are, too, also a long time ago.
Since when do political lobbyists hold the strings to the Public Purse in this country?
Wake up. If you don't get it, if what I am telling you is too hard to understand, go back and re-read it
as many times as necessary.
Satan's Kingdom is forfeit. We won the game without a hot war. Now all that has to happen is for Mr.
Trump and our military to wake up, support the actual civilian government of this country, and assist
us in collecting our assets.
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